Handling and packaging of detergent powders containing enzymes are demanding both on safety and functional performance of packaging machinery.

The ability for detergent manufacturers to differentiate themselves on the supermarket shelves and produce in an extremely effective manner has become key challenges.

UVA Packaging experiences an increasing demand for flexible detergent packaging solutions that can quickly handle promotional add-ons or bag style and format changes without sacrificing on efficiency.

UVA Packaging has been leading the way in packaging of detergent for more than 50 years. UVA Packaging’s specially developed detergent packaging solutions have set new world standards on efficiency and reliability and clean production. Also with the flexible detergent packing machines UVA Packaging has once again set the new packaging standards.

Today’s more than 75% of all soap and detergent in the world are packed on UVA Packaging solutions with most large multinationals as well as many nationals to be our satisfied customers.

- Best Mean Time Between Failure
- Best Overall Equipment Effectiveness
- Best enzyme safety solution
- Highest speeds and efficiency
- Fastest former change
- Multiple bag forms in one machine
Introduction to UVA Packaging
Specialist in Form Fill and Seal Packaging Solutions

For over 50 years UVA Packaging has been a progressive company and technological leader which many others follow.

The first with flat bottom, the first with servo technology and today with the widest portfolio of vertical packaging solution available in the market.

Innovation is our strength and, coupled with our ability to rise to technological challenges through listening carefully to our customers, we deliver reliable systems and solutions ensuring our customers stay one step ahead in their packaging concepts.

These traits have lead to phenomenal success with many customers from small companies on a tight budget to large multinational organisations all over the world.

Pack-o-nomics

Designed to Improve Your Profits

Packing has become an integrated part of the processing industry where continuous efficiency improvements require extremely high performance from machinery and technology.

In the years to come, the processing steps in a production environment clearly need to be harmonized and “tuned-in” to each other in order to reach higher performance. In depth understanding of process integration possibilities and solutions will become an increasingly important topic in the years to come.

Rather than “selling” machines UVA Packaging offers packaging solutions and has an integral approach on processing and packaging.

Our knowledge on the economics behind the packaging solution is of great value for our customers.

UVA Packaging’s highly trained professionals offer market understanding and are equipped with proven tools that can help our customers to determine ‘current’, ‘future’ and ‘latent’ packaging needs in the market.

Guaranteed Return On Investment

- Highly Trained Professionals
- Variable Packaging Solutions
- Best Value Proposition
- Integral Approach

Best Value Proposition

Note: All specification on this leaflet can be subject to change without prior notification from VDL PMB-UVA bv.